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Access Control / AC: Readers

Product Code

F03610

MEMOKEY CITY CLASSIC
READER

Reference

3610

EAN

8424299036106

Description.

Description

Telephone type keypad that lets you open the door when a previously programmed 6 digit code is entered.
Stand-alone Access Control System. For installations where a simple access control is required, with no incidents record, to
complement the audio/video door entry system and enable access to the building for residents, for example: offices, small
businesses, garages.
Colour aluminium

CityLine Classic is the "continuous profile" outdoor panel line for buildings.

The PANELS are manufactured in anodized aluminium, highly resistant to rough weather and climate changes.

The panel design stands out for its curved-convex profile. A cellular rubber airtight seal included assures a perfect panel-to-wall fit
to prevent water filtrations.

It is possible to combine two or more panels, as long as they are from the same series. For a perfect fit, a set of separators should
be used for every two panels installed between their flush mounted boxes.
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Technical Details

Operating temperature: -10 to 60 ºC
Up to 100 user codes
- Code length 4 to 6 digits.
- Electric lock release activation by Relay2 A (NA,NC). Programmable 1 to 99 sec. or bistable.
- Exit button input.
- Free access button (trades) input.
- Open Collector auxiliary output (150 mA max) to indicate sabotage attempt or door
open/forced.
- Confirmation by keypad pulsation tone and acceptance or rejection of the code entered.
- Programming from the keypad by master code.
- Power supply 12 Vac / 12 Vdc
- Consumption: 6 mA (standby), 60 mA (active).
- Protection IPK5409

Details.

Weight (kg)

0.719472

Dimensions (cm)

8,5x21x14,5

Video Door Entry system

Technologie

NO PE/VP

Access Control Technology

TECLADO

Manuals

94908Ac_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf

94908EPc M programador MEMOKEY 100C V05_07.pdf

94908IFc_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf

94908ITRc_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf

94909b_Manual_instalador_Kit_MEMOKEY_100C_V08_08.pdf

Declaration of conformity

DOCF03610EN.pdf

http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/4/94908Ac_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf
http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/94908EPc%20M%20programador%20MEMOKEY%20100C%20V05_07.pdf
http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/2/94908IFc_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf
http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/3/94908ITRc_M_programador_MEMOKEY_100C_V05_07.pdf
http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/1/94909b_Manual_instalador_Kit_MEMOKEY_100C_V08_08.pdf
http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/DOCF03610EN.pdf

